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a)
b)

c)

d)

1. a) Explain the basic theory behind making an antenna broadband.b) 
ilijffi 

n"w unidirectional and bidile.ti"r"i- p*terns can be achieved by v-
c) As an antenna engineer, yoli are given a choice to choose between Rhombicantenna and v antenna' Size of the antenna is of no concern. Antenna should bebi-directional and high directivity is ..qrir.a. 

-Cnoor" 
an antenna. Defend yourchoice with proper justification.

d) Design a Rhombic Antenna to operate at a frequency of 30MHz, with the angle ofelevation of 300 with respect to ground

2" a) Prove that the impedance of a
half wave dipole antenna.

two arm folded dipole antenna is 4 times to that of a 4

b) why Log periodic antenna is named so? Explain why the adjacent feedings ofelements of Log periodic Antenna are mechanicalry crisscrossed.c) Design a Yagi-uda antenna of six .r.*.ntr io provide a gain of l2dBi if theoperating frequency is 200MHz.

3" a) 
*,,j?i| 

how fringing fields enable Microstrip parch Antenna to efficiently

b) Explain the operation of parabolic Reflector in brief.c) List four uses of Lens Antenna.
d) Write ihe Babinet,s principle.
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[Symbols used in the question carry their usual meaningsJ
Group - A

[Answer any two questions from the following setsl

Group - B

Differentiate between uniform and Non-uniform plane wave.

L,f.?l;r.romogeneous 
and Non Homogenious, Isotropic and Anisotropic

Explain i'vh}' ths inforrnation about different layers of atmosphere is necessaryrvith rr'spe.'i ro wa\e propagatiotr.
Point or"rt which rayer of atmosphere has no etlbct on wave propagation. why?
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5. a) Writing Rayleigh Criterion, Explain how earth
Rough based on the criteiion. point out the
propagation.

b) Explain the phenomenon of wave Tilting in Gror_rnd wa'e propagation.
c) A ground wave of 0.5 mv/m at 20 km distance is obtained from a transmitteroperating at 2 MHz' The vertically polarizecl field proclueed is proportional tocos0, where 0 is the angle of elevation. rn. other related parameteis are Antennaeffrciency:50yo, o:5x10-5 and er: 15. Estimate E at the transmitting end.

6' a) Derive an Expression for measuring Field Strength of Space wave propagation.b) Explain with trre herp of proper graphs of Modiiea n#".,ir; ir;;l"w surfaceDuct and Elevated Duct are createcl.
c) Caiculate the maximum distance at which signal from transmitting antenna with144 m height would be received by^ the recelving antenna of 25 m height. Also,calcuiate the radio horizon distance for k:4/3 moiel eafih of 6370 k* ;ffi;. ^'""'

7' a) Under what circumstances clLrct piopagation will be effective? Give reasons for youranswers.

b) If the criticai frequency of an ionized layer is i . 5 MHz, Find the electron density ofthe layer and hence calculate the relative permittivity for that luy., ro. an EMwave of 50MHz.

is determined. to be Smooth or
eflect of rough earth on wave
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